Abstract—Current advances in information technology have provided great benefits in the world of education, making web-based academic applications a major use of information technology. Information technology enables academic data to be processed and, making the required presentation of academic information be got, and. This research uses technological trends in managing academic administration so that conventional bookkeeping in junior high schools is overcome by computer systems. The method in developing the system uses a waterfall with WEB-based device implementation. The application of this new system can improve the knowledge and skills of employees, teachers, and principals in web-based academic applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of information technology requires accuracy in data processing for all institutions or institutions. The more precise in data processing, the easier it will be to get the trust of consumers, so that each institution or institution uses a structured information system that can answer and process data, including School Academic data processing.

Using information in schools, besides improving quality, will also facilitate the administration such as business governance of existing data such as student data, teacher data, class data, student learning outcomes data, and subjects. Data management like this will be easier and more effective by using academic information systems.

junior high schools one Purwasari in processing academic data processing student data, teacher data, lesson schedules, and others are still using a manual system. With a total class of 27 classes, comprising class VII (9 classes), VIII (8 classes), IX (8 classes). The number of students in each class is almost 40 students and the number of teachers is almost 30, so it is very inefficient in processing academic data.

By looking at the fun - challenging in junior high schools one Purwasari, the author wants to create an academic information system and take the title "Web-Based Academic Application Design at junior high schools one Purwasari".

II. THEORETICAL BASIS

A. Design

The design is a visual form that results from the planned creative forms. Design is the process of planning everything [1]. System design is a phase in which design expertise is needed for computer elements that will use the system, namely the selection of equipment and computer programs for the new system [2].

B. Application

Application is a ready-made program that can run commands from the user of the application to get more accurate results following the purpose of making the application. Application is a problem solving that uses one of the application data processing techniques which refers to a desired or expected computation or expected data processing [3].

C. Academic

Academics are a condition where people can convey and accept ideas, thoughts, science, and be able to test them [4]. The word academic comes from the Greek academic which means a public park (plasma) in the northwest of Athens. After that, the word academic turned into academic, which is a kind of college place [5].

D. Website

A website is a collection of pages where a page is linked to other pages [6]. Website is a collection of web pages that are interconnected and it relates the files to one another [7].

III. RESEARCH METHODS

In this study refers to the waterfall model. At each stage in this study does not always depend on the user, only an analysis phase is a step approach to the user. Therefore, in developing the software, researchers used the waterfall method.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of the current system

The process of data processing and academic information storage at junior high schools one Purwasari Karawang still uses a manual system, it requires quite a long time to make the process of reporting information. The following is a flow map system that runs in data processing:
B. Analysis of the proposed system

The proposed system analysis is based on the website using the PHP programming language and using the MYSQL database. The use of the website can streamline time and make it easier for staff and teacher sections in processing data such as student data, teacher data, class schedule data, and grade data. Besides the school principal can easily access information from the website. Here is the proposed academic information system flow map:

![Fig 1. The system flowmap is running](image)

D. Application Testing

At the application testing stage in this thesis is done using the black-box testing method, wherein this testing is carried out functional testing from the user's side.

E. Maintenance

Maintenance is carried out to maintain applications that have been implemented. This implementation is planned periodically. It is expected that the application can continue to run also can be known as the potential for unwanted things such as data theft.

CONCLUSION

The conclusion that can be drawn from the making of Information Systems academics at Purwasari one junior high school are as follows; This web-based academic information system can assist in the processing and archiving of academic data, namely; student data, teacher data, lesson data, class data, lesson schedules, and student grades, staff and teacher data management, student subject management reports, and student grade management reports quickly.
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